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The Willows Feb 09 2021 Two friends are midway on a canoe trip down the Danube River. Throughout the story Blackwood personifies the surrounding environment-river, sun, wind-and imbues them with a
powerful and ultimately threatening character. Most ominous are the masses of dense, desultory, menacing willows, which "moved of their own will as though alive, and they touched, by some incalculable
method, my own keen sense of the horrible." Just after managing to land their canoe for the evening on the shifting, sandy islands just downstream across the Austria/Hungary frontier, the main character
reflects on the river's potency, human qualities and will: Sleepy at first, but later developing violent desires as it became conscious of its deep soul, it rolled, like some huge fluid being, through all the countries
we had passed, holding our little craft on its mighty shoulders, playing roughly with us sometimes, yet always friendly and well-meaning, till at length we had come inevitably to regard it as a Great Personage.
Blackwood also specifically characterizes the silvery, windblown willows as sinister: And, apart quite from the elements, the willows connected themselves subtly with my malaise, attacking the mind insidiously
somehow by reason of their vast numbers, and contriving in some way or other to represent to the imagination a new and mighty power, a power, moreover, not altogether friendly to us. At one point the two
men see a man in a "flat-bottomed boat." However, the man appears to be warning the two, and ultimately crosses himself before hurtling forward on the river, out of sight. During the night and into the next day
and night, the mysterious, hostile forces emerge in force, including large, dark shapes that seem to trace the consciousness of the two men, tapping sounds outside their tent, shifting gong-like sounds, and the
appearance that the willows have changed location. In the morning the two discover that one of their two paddles is missing, there is a slit in the canoe that needs repair, and some of their food has
disappeared. A hint of distrust arises between them. The howling wind dies down on the second day and night, and humming calm ensues. During the second night, the second man, the Swede, attempts to hurl
himself into the river as a "sacrifice," "going inside to Them," but he is saved by the first character. The next morning, the Swede claims that the mysterious forces have found another sacrifice that may save
them. They find the corpse of a peasant lodged in roots near the shore. When they touch the body, a flurry of living presence seems to rise from it and disappear into the sky, and later they see the body is
pockmarked with funnel shapes as had been formed on the sands of the island during their experience. These are "Their awful mark!" the Swede says. The body is swept away, resembling an "otter" they
thought they had seen the previous day, and the story ends. The precise nature of the mysterious entities in "The Willows" is unclear, and they appear at times malevolent and treacherous, and at times simply
mystical, almost divine: "a new order of experience, and in the true sense of the word unearthly," and a world "where great things go on unceasingly...vast purposes...that deal directly with the soul, and not
indirectly with mere expressions of the soul." These forces are also often contrasted with the fantastic natural beauty of the locale, itself a vigorous dynamic. In sum the story suggests that the landscape is an
intersection, a point of contact with a "fourth dimension" - "on the frontier of another world, an alien world, a world tenanted by willows only and the souls of willows."
The Willows Illustrated Jun 25 2022 "The Willows" is a novella by English author Algernon Blackwood, originally published as part of his 1907 collection The Listener and Other Stories. It is one of Blackwood's
best known works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to be the finest supernatural tale in English literature.[1] "The Willows" is an example of early
modern horror and is connected within the literary tradition of weird fiction.
Der Wendigo Jul 26 2022 Uebersetzung der Kurzgeschichte 'The Wendigo' von Algernon Blackwood, publiziert im Jahre 1910 in seinem Buch 'The Lost Valley and Other Strories'. Blackwood war ein englischer
Autor, Esoteriker und Theosoph. Als Autor ist er für zahlreiche unheimliche Kurzgeschichten bekannt. Wendigo ist der Name eines daemonischen Wesens aus der indianischen Kultur und kommt seit Urzeiten
in entsprechenden Erzaehlungen vor. Er ist ein "Menschenfresser" und boesartiger Geist, der die Menschen in den Wahnsinn treibt und selbst zu Kannibalen macht. Sein Aufenthaltsraum sind besonders die
großen, dunklen Waelder. Ausdauernd und hartnaeckig verfolgt er Wanderer und Jaeger, wenn die Dunkelheit hereinbricht, um sie dann zu ueberfallen.
Ancient Sorceries, Deluxe Edition Jan 28 2020 A beautifully produced new edition of Blackwood’s weirdest supernatural stories, including “The Willows,” highlighted by H.P. Lovecraft as "the single finest weird
tale in literature” Lauded as one of our greatest storytellers, and inspiring generations of writers from H.P. Lovecraft to Tolkien to Stephen King, Algernon Blackwood left a legacy as one of Britain's greatest
conjurors of weird and supernatural stories. Blackwood’s inimitable style puts readers right in the middle of the story, with visceral and nature-inspired fear that lies just beyond the real, often in the form of a
nameless dread. This beautifully produced edition, with a stunning cover and thoughtful design and layout to ensure the most enjoyable reading experience, features four of his most unnervingly curious tales:
Ancient Sorceries--a traveller stops in a remote French hill town and soon finds himself unable to leave; there is something strangely feline about the inhabitants, he notices, and they all seem to be watching
him very closely… The Listener--a lodging house guest feels himself observed by a malevolent presence. Soon it transpires his room’s previous occupant is watching him from beyond the grave, and is envious
of the very flesh on his bones. The Sea Fit--an old retired ship’s captain’s ravings build to a terrifying climax, as he offers himself up as a sacrifice to the cruel gods of the sea. The Willows--two friends on a
canoeing trip spend a terrifying night on a lonely willow-covered island, haunted by the strange trees and sinister shapes in the water.
The Selected Works of Algernon Blackwood Jul 22 2019
The Wendigo Feb 27 2020 Popularizes an evil creature of legend from the Algonquian people of Native American Indians. The wendigo is a cannibalistic spirit that can either possess humans or is the creature
in which humans can transform. Often described as extremely gaunt, skeletal gray in color and smelling of decaying flesh; the wendigo is associated with freezing winters, extreme famine but also gluttony.
The Willows Nov 06 2020 Classic Titles from Horror's Darkest Depths! A canoe adventure down the Danube River turns into a nightmare when two friends make camp on a tiny island, only to discover a corpse
in the woods. When night sets in, a creeping sense of unease permeates the wild and rural setting. Soon, they find themselves stranded as their oars go missing. And the water keeps rising... Is it intentional
sabotage or is there something more sinister going on? The Willows is a contemporary supernatural tale with its vivid imagery, and captures a sense of dread in the reader with ease. Algernon Blackwood's The
Willows influenced horror writers like H.P. Lovecraft. With an introduction by Jasper Bark. Proudly represented by Crystal Lake Publishing-Tales from The Darkest Depths.
Das Ding auf der Schwelle Dec 27 2019 Daniel Upton, der Erzähler der Geschichte, hat seinen besten Freund Edward Derby erschossen – und behauptet trotzdem, dass er kein Mörder ist. Edward hatte die
mysteriöse Asenath Waite geheiratet und sich in der Folge immer mehr verändert. Manches Mal wirkte er gerade zu wie von einem anderen Menschen besessen ... Ein an Edgar Allan Poe gemahnendes
erzählerisches Juwel aus der Feder von H. P. Lovecraft in ungekürzter Neuübersetzung, der es erstmals gelingt, Lovecrafts speziellen Stil und die besondere Atmosphäre seiner Erzählung in deutscher Sprache
schillern zu lassen. »H. P. Lovecraft ist der bedeutendste Horror-Autor des 20. Jahrhunderts.« Stephen King Unter dem Titel »The Thing on the Doorstep« erstmals veröffentlicht 1937 in der Zeitschrift »Weird
Tales« Erstdruck der Übersetzung in»H. P. Lovecraft – Das Werk« (FISCHER Tor, 2017)
Der Zentaur Sep 23 2019 Europa Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts. Auf einer Reise in das geheimnisvolle Bergland der Karpaten sichtet der britische Naturphilosoph O?Malley eine Schar mythischer Geschöpfe.
Dies und seine Begegnung mit dem schweigenden Fremden bestätigt ihn in seiner Überzeugung, dass unser Planet ein lebendiges, beseeltes Wesen ist. Unsere Welt ließe sich von der Krankheit des modernen
Lebens heilen, so O?Malley, würde die Menschheit zu einem einfachen Leben am Herzen der Mutter Erde zurückkehren ... DER ZENTAUR ist ein poetischer Ideenroman und enthält die Kernideen einer
Naturphilosphie. Usch Kiausch hat den Roman in eine moderne Sprache übersetzt, die nicht vor Überschwänglichkeiten strotzt, die aber dennoch möglichst werkgetreu ist. H. P. Lovecraft: »Über den Rang von
Algernon Blackwoods Genie lässt sich nicht streiten [?]. Wahrscheinlich zu subtil für eine Klassifizierung als Horrorgeschichten, möglicherweise jedoch in einem absoluten Sinn künstlerisch reifer, sind so
feingesponnene Fantasien wie JIMBO oder THE CENTAUR. In diesen Romanen gelingt es Blackwood, sich dicht und fassbar der innersten Substanz der Träume zu nähern und dabei weite Strecken der
konventionellen Grenzen zwischen Wirklichkeit und Fantasie einzureißen.«
Miss Lonelyhearts Dec 07 2020 Eine schwarze Komödie im New York der 20er-Jahre Scheinheiligkeit, Scheinmoral, Scheinentrüstung – das ging im Medienzirkus schon immer zusammen und tut es bis heute.
Nathanael West zeigt in seiner flammenden Satire, wie dreist im modernen Pressewesen getäuscht und geheuchelt wird. Mit seiner »Miss Lonelyhearts« präsentiert er eine wunderbar ambivalente
Schlüsselfigur des großen Bluffs. »Haben Sie Sorgen? Schreiben Sie an Miss Lonelyhearts!« – Die Leserschaft des New Yorker Post-Dispatch macht regen Gebrauch von der Offerte, und die Briefe in der
Redaktion stapeln sich höher und höher. Ob es um Pubertätsnöte geht, um Inzest oder gebrochene Herzen – Miss Lonelyhearts hat garantiert die passenden Worte auf Lager. Dass die beliebte Trostspenderin
in Wahrheit eine durch und durch trostlose Existenz ist, wissen nur die feixenden Kollegen. Schonungslos deckt der Roman den faulen Zauber eines Systems auf, das auf billigsten Illusionismus setzt und
Menschen vorsätzlich für dumm verkauft. »‘Miss Lonelyhearts’ ist aus dem Stoff, aus dem unsere Zeitungen sind – bloß dass West die Wahrheit erzählt.« (Dashiell Hammett)
Best Ghost Stories of Algernon Blackwood Jun 13 2021 Thirteen stories, including "The Willows" — acclaimed by Lovecraft as the finest supernatural story ever written — "The Wendigo," "Ancient Sorceries,"
and others. Includes an introduction by E. F. Bleiler.
THE COLLECTED WORKS OF ALGERNON BLACKWOOD (10 Novels & 80+ Short Stories in One Edition) Aug 23 2019 This unique edition of Algernon Blackwood's collected works has been formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Contents: Novels: Jimbo: A Fantasy The Education of Uncle Paul The Human Chord The Centaur A Prisoner in Fairyland The Extra Day Julius
LeVallon The Wave The Promise of Air The Garden of Survival The Bright Messenger Short Stories: The Empty House and Other Ghost Stories: The Listener Max Hensing - Bacteriologist and Murderer The
Willows The Insanity of Jones The Dance of Death May Day Eve Miss Slumbubble - and Claustrophobia John Silence: A Psychical Invasion Ancient Sorceries The Nemesis of Fire Secret Worship The Camp of
the Dog A Victim of Higher Space The Lost Valley The Wendig Old Clothes Perspective The Terror of the Twins The Man from the 'Gods' The Man Who Played Upon The Leaf The Price of Wiggins's Orgy
Carlton's Drive The Eccentricity of Simon Parnacute Pan's Garden: a Volume of Nature Stories: The Man Whom The Trees Loved The South Wind The Sea Fit The Attic The Heath Fire The Messenger The
Glamour of the Snow The Return Sand The Transfer Clairvoyance The Golden Fly Special Delivery The Destruction of Smith The Temptation of the Clay Incredible Adventures: The Regeneration of Lord Ernie
The Sacrifice The Damned A Descent Into Egypt Wayfarers Day and Night Stories ... Play: Karma; a reincarnation play Algernon Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English short story writer and novelist, one of the
most prolific writers of ghost stories in the history of the genre. Though Blackwood wrote a number of horror stories, his most typical work seeks less to frighten than to induce a sense of awe. Good examples
are the novels The Centaur, which climaxes with a traveler's sight of a herd of the mythical creatures; and Julius LeVallon and its sequel The Bright Messenger, which deal with reincarnation and the possibility
of a new, mystical evolution in human consciousness.
Algernon Blackwood Sep 04 2020 Not only one of the twentieth century's most inventive writers of supernatural fiction and author of such masterpieces as The Willows and The Wendigo, Algernon Blackwood
was also an indefatigable traveler, an extremely popular storyteller on radio and television (he appeared on the first British television program ever), and a secret agent during the First World War. Added to that,
it was Algernon Blackwood, not Andrew Lloyd Webber, who originated the Starlight Express. A Buddhist and theosophist as well as a member of the Order of the Golden Dawn, Blackwood consorted with
mystics and magicians, who knew him as Pan, while those who delighted in his rich storyteller's voice and lively humor affectionately called him Uncle Paul. Some saw him as an ancient child, others as an
accomplished athlete. He found time meanwhile to hobnob with the literary establishment—with the likes of Hilaire Belloc, P. G. Wodehouse, Compton Mackenzie, and H. G. Wells—and his work inspired writers
as diverse as Henry Miller and Carlos Casteneda. Yet the story of this fascinating, charming, elusive, and enigmatic man's life has never before been told. More than twenty years of research and countless
interviews with friends and colleagues of the extraordinary Algernon Blackwood, as well as a close examination of his unpublished papers, stand behind this first full-length biography of a writer who, according
to The Penguin Encyclopedia of Horror and the Supernatural, "delivered a greater number of magisterial shudders than more refined writers in the genre ever attempted."
The Willows Illustrated Nov 18 2021 "The Willows" is a novella by English author Algernon Blackwood, originally published as part of his 1907 collection The Listener and Other Stories. It is one of Blackwood's
best known works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to be the finest supernatural tale in English literature.[1] "The Willows" is an example of early
modern horror and is connected within the literary tradition of weird fiction.
The PREMIUM Collection - The Greatest Ghost Stories of Algernon Blackwood (10 Best Supernatural & Fantasy Tales): The Empty House, The Willows, The Li Jan 08 2021 Algernon Blackwood (1869-1951) was an
English short story writer and novelist, one of the most prolific writers of ghost stories in the history of the genre. Blackwood wrote a number of horror stories. His most work seeks less to frighten than to
induce a sense of awe. Blackwood's best known stories are "The Willows" and "The Wendigo". Table of Contents: - The Empty House - Keeping His Promise - The Willows - The Listener - Max Hensig - Secret
Worship - Ancient Sorceries - The Wendigo - The Glamour of the Snow - The Transfer
The Willows Apr 23 2022 The best macabre story by Algernon Blackwood.
Algernon Blackwood's The Willows Dec 19 2021 A gorgeous graphic adaptation of Algernon Blackwood's The Willows, one of the greatest contributions to dark, atmospheric literature.
Das Haus an der Grenze und andere phantastische Erzählungen Jun 20 2019
Algernon Blackwood's "The Willows" and Other Tales of Terror Oct 17 2021
Complete Works of Algernon Blackwood. Illustrated Jun 01 2020 Algernon Henry Blackwood was an English novelist and short story writer, and among the most prolific ghost story writers in the history of the
genre. The son of a preacher, Blackwood had a life-long interest in the supernatural, the occult, and spiritualism, and firmly believed that humans possess latent psychic powers. Lovecraft wrote about
Blackwood: "He is the one absolute and unquestioned master of weird atmosphere." His powerful story "The Willows," which effectively describes another dimension impinging upon our own, was reckoned by
Lovecraft to be not only "foremost of all" Blackwood's tales but the best "weird tale" of all time. The Wendigo The Willows John Silence The Wave The Man Whom The Trees Loved The Centaur Jimbo Julius
LeVallon The Human Chord The Kit-Bag The Damned and Other Stories The Promise Of Air A Prisoner In Fairyland The Garden of Survival Extra Day The Bright Messenger The Empty House And Other Ghost

Stories Four Weird Tales Day And Night Stories Incredible Adventures The Wolves Of God Karma
The Willows (Unabridged): Horror Classic May 12 2021 The Willows is one of Blackwood's best known works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to
be the finest supernatural tale in English literature. Throughout the story Blackwood personifies the surrounding environment-river, sun, wind-and imbues them with a powerful and ultimately threatening
character. Most ominous are the masses of dense, desultory, menacing willows, which "moved of their own will as though alive, and they touched, by some incalculable method, my own keen sense of the
horrible." - Two friends are midway on a canoe trip down the Danube River. After managing to land their canoe for the evening, during the night and into the next day and night, the mysterious, hostile forces
emerge in force, including large, dark shapes that seem to trace the consciousness of the two men... Algernon Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English short story writer and novelist, one of the most prolific
writers of ghost stories in the history of the genre.
Der Garten der Qualen Aug 03 2020 Der Ich-Erzähler dieser Erzählung, ein rechter Lebemann, flieht nach gescheiterter Karriere als Politiker aus Paris, gerät in den Bann einer jungen Engländerin, Clara, und
folgt ihr nach China. Dabei lernt er Clara kennen, die sich bald als exzentrisch und grausam-lüstern entpuppt und ihn Stufe um Stufe in den Garten der Qualen einführt. Die Folter wird als eine Kunstform
gepflegt. Er lernt schlimmste Folterpraktiken kennen. Am Ende jedoch überwältigt auch sie das Gesehene und sie fällt in eine Ohnmacht und kommt immer wieder zu Besuch in den Garten der Qualen.
PREMIUM Collection - The Greatest Ghost Stories of Algernon Blackwood (10 Best Supernatural & Fantasy Tales) Oct 05 2020 This carefully crafted ebook: "PREMIUM Collection - The Greatest Ghost Stories of
Algernon Blackwood (10 Best Supernatural & Fantasy Tales)" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Algernon Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English short story writer
and novelist, one of the most prolific writers of ghost stories in the history of the genre. Blackwood wrote a number of horror stories. His most work seeks less to frighten than to induce a sense of awe.
Blackwood's best known stories are "The Willows" and "The Wendigo". Table of Contents: The Empty House Keeping His Promise The Willows The Listener Max Hensig Secret Worship Ancient Sorceries The
Wendigo The Glamour of the Snow The Transfer
The Willows (Horror Classic) Mar 10 2021 The Willows is one of Blackwood's best known works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to be the finest
supernatural tale in English literature. Throughout the story Blackwood personifies the surrounding environment—river, sun, wind—and imbues them with a powerful and ultimately threatening character. Most
ominous are the masses of dense, desultory, menacing willows, which "moved of their own will as though alive, and they touched, by some incalculable method, my own keen sense of the horrible." - Two
friends are midway on a canoe trip down the Danube River. After managing to land their canoe for the evening, during the night and into the next day and night, the mysterious, hostile forces emerge in force,
including large, dark shapes that seem to trace the consciousness of the two men… Algernon Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English short story writer and novelist, one of the most prolific writers of ghost
stories in the history of the genre.
The Willows Oct 25 2019 The Willows Algernon Blackwood - "The Willows" is a novella by English author Algernon Blackwood, originally published as part of his 1907 collection The Listener and Other Stories.
It is one of Blackwood's best known works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to be the finest supernatural tale in English literature. "The Willows" is
an example of early modern horror and is connected within the literary tradition of weird fiction.
The Empty House & Other Ghost Stories / The Listener & Other Stories Jul 02 2020 The first two story collections published by supernatural author, Algernon Blackwood, containing the classic tale, "The
Willows."
The Willows, the Wendigo, and Other Horrors Aug 27 2022 This illustrated and annotated edition of Blackwood's most influential and mesmerizing weird fiction, ghost stories, and strange tales is the only one of
its kind available on the market. Richly annotated, bolstered with introductory essays for each story, and complete with chilling chiaroscuro illustrations, it presents a treasure trove to the ardent Blackwoodian.
Welcomed by many as the most skillful practitioner of the British weird tale, Algernon Blackwood was capable of simultaneously creating a misanthropic, Lovecraftian cosmos devoid of compassion for petty,
materialistic mankind, and a transcendental, Emersonian universe, pregnant with spirituality and wonder. At once horrifying and fantastical, chilling and euphoric, Blackwood's poetic prose and undisputed
mastery of psychological terror make him an unavoidable giant in the realms of weird fiction, fantasy, and horror.
Ancient Sorceries and Other Tales Mar 22 2022 This carefully crafted ebook: "Ancient Sorceries and Other Tales" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Table of
Contents: Algernon Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English short story writer and novelist, one of the most prolific writers of ghost stories in the history of the genre. Blackwood wrote a number of horror stories.
His most work seeks less to frighten than to induce a sense of awe. Blackwood's best known stories are "The Willows" and "The Wendigo". Contents: The Willows The Insanity of Jones Ancient Sorceries The
Man Who Found Out The Wendigo The Glamour of the Snow The Man Whom the Trees Loved Sand
The Willows (Esprios Classics) Apr 11 2021 Algernon Henry Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English writer of tales of the supernatural. In his late thirties, Blackwood started to write horror stories. He was very
successful, writing ten books of short stories and appearing on both radio and television to tell them. He also wrote fourteen novels and a number of plays, most of which were produced but not published. He
was an avid lover of nature, and many of his stories reflect this. Although Blackwood wrote a number of horror stories, his most typical work seeks less to frighten than to induce a sense of awe. Good examples
are the novels The Centaur (1911) and Julius LeVallon (1916) and its sequel The Bright Messenger (1921).
The Willows Feb 21 2022 The Willows - Algernon Blackwood - COMPLETE HORROR CLASSICS - "The Willows" is a novella by English author Algernon Blackwood, originally published as part of his 1907
collection The Listener and Other Stories. It is one of Blackwood's best known works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to be the finest supernatural
tale in English literature. "The Willows" is an example of early modern horror and is connected within the literary tradition of weird fiction. Two friends are midway on a canoe trip down the Danube River.
Throughout the story Blackwood personifies the surrounding environment-river, sun, wind-and imbues them with a powerful and ultimately threatening character. Most ominous are the masses of dense,
desultory, menacing willows, which "moved of their own will as though alive, and they touched, by some incalculable method, my own keen sense of the horrible." Just after managing to land their canoe for the
evening on the shifting, sandy islands just downstream across the Austria/Hungary frontier, the main character reflects on the river's potency, human qualities and will: Sleepy at first, but later developing
violent desires as it became conscious of its deep soul, it rolled, like some huge fluid being, through all the countries we had passed, holding our little craft on its mighty shoulders, playing roughly with us
sometimes, yet always friendly and well-meaning, till at length we had come inevitably to regard it as a Great Personage. Blackwood also specifically characterizes the silvery, windblown willows as sinister: And,
apart quite from the elements, the willows connected themselves subtly with my malaise, attacking the mind insidiously somehow by reason of their vast numbers, and contriving in some way or other to
represent to the imagination a new and mighty power, a power, moreover, not altogether friendly to us.
Ancient Sorceries and Other Tales: Supernatural Stories: The Willows, The Insanity of Jones, The Man Who Found Out, The Wendigo, The Glamour of the Sn May 24 2022 Table of Contents: - Algernon
Blackwood (1869-1951) was an English short story writer and novelist, one of the most prolific writers of ghost stories in the history of the genre. Blackwood wrote a number of horror stories. His most work
seeks less to frighten than to induce a sense of awe. Blackwood's best known stories are "The Willows" and "The Wendigo". - Contents: - The Willows - The Insanity of Jones - Ancient Sorceries - The Man Who
Found Out - The Wendigo - The Glamour of the Snow - The Man Whom the Trees Loved - Sand
The Algernon Blackwood Collection Jan 20 2022 The Algernon Blackwood Collection includes four of the best Blackwood novellas: The Empty House, The Damned, The Willows and The Wendigo.
The Willows and Other Stories Oct 29 2022 A collection of the stories of Algernon Blackwood, precursor of Lovecraft and early master of weird fiction and uncanny horror. Lavishly illustrated by the celebrated
graphic artist Paul Pope.
The Willows Sep 28 2022 "The Willows" is a novella by English author Algernon Blackwood, originally published as part of his 1907 collection The Listener and Other Stories. It is one of Blackwood's best known
works and has been influential on a number of later writers. Horror author H.P. Lovecraft considered it to be the finest supernatural tale in English literature.[1] "The Willows" is an example of early modern
horror and is connected within the literary tradition of weird fiction.
Three Supernatural Classics Aug 15 2021 "He is the one absolute and unquestioned master of weird atmosphere," pronounced H. P. Lovecraft of Algernon Blackwood.The Willows, The Wendigo, and The
Listener.
The Algernon Blackwood Collection Apr 30 2020 The Algernon Blackwood Collection includes four of the best Blackwood novellas: The Empty House, The Damned, The Willows and The Wendigo.
Els salzes : the willows Mar 30 2020
The Willows + The Wendigo (Heathen Edition) Sep 16 2021 Algernon Henry Blackwood (1869-1951) in his rich and varied lifetime was an English broadcasting narrator, Canadian farmer, New York newspaper
reporter, hotel operator, journalist, bartender, secretary, mystic, teacher, adventurer, novelist, and short-story writer, and among the most prolific ghost story writers in the history of the genre. The son of a
preacher, Blackwood rebelled against his strong Catholic upbringing and had a life-long interest in the supernatural, spiritualism, and the occult, later joining several occult societies. He was an avid lover of
nature and the outdoors, which many of his stories reflect, especially two of his best-known works "The Willows," in which two friends on a canoe trip become temporarily marooned on a river island only to
discover the willow trees are not what they seem, and "The Wendigo," where a Canadian hunting party encounters the mythical beast of legend - stories that led H.P. Lovecraft to praise Blackwood as "the one
absolute and unquestioned master of weird atmosphere."
Die Weiden Jul 14 2021
Plants in Science Fiction Nov 25 2019 Plants have played key roles in science fiction novels, graphic novels and film. John Wyndham’s triffids, Algernon Blackwood’s willows and Han Kang’s sprouting woman
are just a few examples. Plants surround us, sustain us, pique our imaginations and inhabit our metaphors – but in many ways they remain opaque. The scope of their alienation is as broad as their biodiversity.
And yet, literary reflections of plant-life are driven, as are many threads of science fictional inquiry, by the concerns of today. Plants in Science Fiction is the first-ever collected volume on plants in science
fiction, and its original essays argue that plant-life in SF is transforming our attitudes toward morality, politics, economics and cultural life at large – questioning and shifting our understandings of institutions,
nations, borders and boundaries; erecting and dismantling new visions of utopian and dystopian futures.
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